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SPES-SETA
The new standard in security devices
and high efficiency roadway lighting 

High resolution video footage through Full HD
(1920 x 1080p) support
: Realizes the highest levels of daytime/nighttime reception from 
  the application of the 2M CMOS sensor

450Mbps speeds supported through
the built-in high-performance wireless AP

: IEEE802.11 a/n supported, 5.15~5.875 frequency bandwidth supported

Easy operating mobile device integrated system
: Network-based camera and app mobile device linked in real-time 
  monitoring and easy operation

Sturdy design and durability

: Realizes a clear camera screen thanks to the structural design that 
  minimizes light interference, and is an IP66 grade outdoor product that 
  is highly resistant to waterr and dust
: Employes a waterproof/moisture permeable material, Gore-Tex that 
  removes interior moisture

Luminous efficiency of 125 lm/W maximizes energy reduction
: Achieves high efficiency thatnks to its superior reflecting plate method of optical design 

An NVR(Network Video Recorder) with various options
: Storage capacity of 2TB ~ 12TB and input support of 4CH ~ 16CH

SPES-SETA is the only product in the world that perfectly harmonizes street lighting, network cameras and telecommunications modules.  

Diverse sensors supported and intelligent lighting controls
: Realizes additional energy reduction by employing luminous sensors 
  and motion sensors

CONTROL

: Links intelligent lighting controls with a video analysis system using 
  wireless telecommunications
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SPES-ST-WP
120W(LED:100W, AP/CAM:20W)
125 lm/W
12,500 lm
5000K
80 Ra 
Type II-S
AC100 ~ 277V
50 / 60Hz 
-22°F ~ 140°F(-30°C ~ 60°C) 
29.1 x 16.6 x 9.7 inch (740 X 421.5X 245.5mm)
26.5 lb (12kg) 
Cast Aluminum
Tempered Glass 4.0T (Clear)
Powder Coating
IP66
Ø2.4in (Ø60.5mm) Pipe Applied
Wireless  / Sensor (Daylight / Motion)

Model Name                    
Power Consumption
Luminous Efficacy
Luminous Flux 
CCT
Color Rendering Index
Light Distribution
Input Voltage
Frequency
Operating Temperature
Size ( L x W x H )
Weight (Driver Included)
Body
Cover
Finish
IP Rating
Mounting Hole
Control System
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SPES-SETA Specifications and Drawing

Type II-S Standard 125 lm/W roadway lighting

Real-time monitoring of the road situation

SPES-SETA is the optimal solution for walkways, driveways, schools, 

parking lots, Industrial facilities, parks, potential crime zones, estate, 

privately-owned land and other diverse outdoor spaces that require 

lighting and security.

High efficiency LED roadway lighting and real-time video data, 
safety and security at the same time and perfectly with wire-
less transmission

SPES-SETA perfectly supports Type II-S standard roadway lights, and is the perfect roadway light 

with a luminous efficiency of 125 lm/W that is achieved through the batwing lighting distribution 

that realizes outstanding uniformity. The PTZ dome network camera is equipped with pan, tilt, and 

zoom functions to monitor large areas and realizes a reliable monitoring system that minimizes 

blind spots, and the filmed video data is transmitted wirelessly allowing one to easily view the 

onsite circumstances anytime, anywhere. 

SPES-SETA

Roadway  Lighting
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SPES-SETA

PTZ Network Camera

SPES-SETA Network Camera Specifications
Image Sensor
Maximum Resolution
Lens Optical
Focal Length 
Pan/Tilt Range/Speed

FOV
Min. illumination 
Image Compression

Protocol

Web Browser

Security

1/2.8'' 2M CMOS
1920 x 1080p
Optical 10x Mega pixel Zoom Lens
5.1mm(F1.6)~51mm(F1.8)
Pan: 360˚(Endless), Tilt: 0˚~180˚(digital flip),
Preset Speed 360˚/sec, manual Speed 100˚/sec
Horizontal : Wide 54˚ / Tele 4.9˚
Color : 0.5 , B/W : 0.1 lux
H.264 / MJPEG - Image quality : 6steps
(Lowest, Low, Medium, High, Highest, Low compression)
HTTP, RTP/RTSP(Unicast/Multicast),TCP/IP, ARP, ICMP,
telnet, ftp, NTP, SMTP, DHCP, PPPoE, UPnP
Internet Explorer, Safari, VLC, Firefox, Chrome,
QuickTime, CMS(FW-manager, smart NVR,DVM) 
Password Protection, HTTPS, 
IP port filtering for access level

Real-time monitoring of road situation
and license plate recognition

SPES-SETA has a PTZ dome network camera installed within it that has outstanding performance. 

The camera that employes the 2M CMOS has a resolution of 1080p making possible an optimal zoom 

of a maximum of 10 times, and supports the image compressing of the H.264 method. A broader tar-

get area to monitor is possible using the 360 degree pan function and 180 degree tilft function, and 

by using the 10 times zoom function more concrete information can be obtained about the object.

Monitoring(Day) Monitoring(Night)

Employs 1/2.8” 2M pixel CMOS

Full HD video in 1920 x 1080p

Pan / Tilt / reliable monitoring through the zoom function

6 stage image quality support

Vehicle license plate recognition function through powerful 

10 times zoom function

Provides color video regardless of the time of day

Constant access function through mobile device

Various protocol and web browser support
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SPES-SETA

Wi-Fi AP /Access Point

Full HD video transmitted in 
real-time using MIMO technology

Applies 3X3 multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antenna technology.

As a technology that uses several transmitters and receivers to send and receive a large 

amount of data MIMO(Multi-Input Multi-Output) combines various signal information realizing 

data integrity and improving on speed and connectivity.

The Wi-Fi telecommunications method is supported, and can even support 4G LTE(*optional) 

making it easy to expand the network.

5.150 ~ 5.350GHz, 5.470~5.725GHz, 5.725~5.850GHz  Uses frequency bandwidth

Stable wireless channel and 450 Mbps Link Speed supported through 3T3R MIMO 

technical support

Maximum link distance

  : Up to 3Hop possible with Ad-Hoc support

  : Distance by Hop is 70 ~ 100m@LOS* full-HD 15fps

  : In terms of the patch antenna product the distance by Hop is  500m@LOS

  : Possible for a 1 Km link when connecting to SPES Air-Link  (*sold separately)

* LOS(Line of Sight) : means direct straight-line distance where there are no obstacles

Applying MIMO technology Unapplying MIMO technology

Frequency Range

Receiving Sensitivity

SPES-SETA Wi-Fi AP Specifications

Security/QoS

Radio Transmission Output
Wireless Transmission
Transmission Speed

LAN/WAN

IEEE802.11a/n: 

5.150 ~ 5.350GHz, 5.470 ~ 5.725GHz, 
5.725 ~ 5.850 GHz (US & Canada)

5.150 ~ 5.350GHz, 5.470 ~ 5.725GHz, 
5.725 ~ 5.875GHz (Europe)

-95dBm@MCS0

17dBm@5GHz

IEEE 802.11a/n, ad-hoc
3T3R. Maximum 450Mbps @HT40

802.1xAuthenticator(EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, PEAP), 

MAC Based wireless connection, 

64/128bit WEP, 802.11i

802.11eWMM / QoS, Cos / maximum 8 virtual SSID

802.1q VLAN / Wireless VLAN for each SSID /

MAC Filtering

LAN 2-Port(1Gbps), WAN 1-Port(1Gbps)
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SPES-SETA

Sensor
Realization of additional energy reduction through 
the union of the motion sensor and daylight sensor

> Motion Sensor

> Daylight Sensor

This is a sensor that is a luminous sensor that automatically detects the 

surrounding amount of light, and when the light exceeds the standard then 

the SPES-SETA lighting device will be maintained in off mode, and when the 

light falls short of the standard then the lighting device will remain turned 

on.  The luminous sensor reduces energy and detects the amount of light 

required to effectively maintain the required luminosity and automatically 

controls the lighting device.

The PIR motion sensor uses infrared light.

When a heat-bearing object such as a person passes by the infrared sensor 

will detect a change.

If movement regarding the motion sensor is detected, the brightness of the 

lighting device that was set-up at the lowest value will automatically rise, and 

adequate lighting will be provided to pedestrians and for the security camera.

Pedestrians can stroll safely and an even brighter environment is secured for 

the security camera providing much cleaner footage to the reviewer.

Max. 12m

102° (±51°)

92° (±46°)

92 zones

Detection Range

ITEM Description

Detection

Area

Horizontal

Vertical

Detection Zone

Motion Sensor Detection Performance

5 Vdc (Max. 6 Vdc)

40mW(@5Vdc)

100 ~ 1,000lx

DC Level

ITEM Description

Operating Voltage Range

Power Consumption

Detectable Illumination Range

Output Signal

Daylight Sensor Specification

The SPES-SETA has the motion sensor and the daylight sensor to auto-

matically control and dim the lightings.

It can be used more efficiently by detecting the movement of an object 

through the intelligent PIR sensor.

By reducing unnecessary power consumption from controlling the mo-

tion and daylight sensor,

the uses will get additional energy savings.
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According to the global trend of rapid urbanization, city traffic, crime prevention/disaster prevention, infrastructure 

management and other city functions are strengthened, and there is a rising demand 

to provide solutions that seek out the safety and convenience of residents. 

In line with this demand, a system is being developed for comprehensive identification 

and smooth city flow, making necessary a converged concept city control system 

that can manage and deal comprehensively with city situations. 

SPES-SETA is an extremely outstanding converged product intended to be created as a converged city control system 

using lighting+security+telecommunications, and the wireless based telecommuncations functions*1) is the best solution 

for creating a city control system that can greatly reduce installation costs. 

City Surveillance City Surveillance
System
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City Surveillance System Diagram

*1) SPES-SETA only connects via wire to master products, and aside from that product, telecommunications is possible wirelessly for slave products 

so there is not need to separately install a wired network to create a network. Also, the SPES-SETA lighting function connects to the GigaTera  lighting 

control solutions, GeSS and provides control via wireless telecommunications also not requiring separate cable installation. 

> Roadway > City Facility

> Stadium

> Central control system

> Industrial Complex

> Port > Building
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Case Study

> Toshkent Project

This project consists of a road situation monitoring system where after installing 4 units of SPES-SETA to the main road 
stretching from the city center to the airport, they were grouped together into a network.
The installation models include the SPES-SETA 100W products, and are equipped with a 125 lm/W luminous efficiency 
streetlight and PTZ dome network camera function, and the filmed video data is transmitted via Wi-Fi transmission in real 
time to the control center.

NVR * (16CH)

 * NVR : Network Video Recorder 
 ** SAL : SPES Air Link
 *** D : Distance

SAL ** #1

Center
Monitoring D *** : 880m

D : 750m

D : 120m

D : 215m

SPES-SETA #1 SPES-SETA #2

SPES-SETA #3

SAL #2

SAL #3 SPES-SETA #4

Wi-Fi 5.xGHz
CAT.5 UTP
HDMI

> Toshkent Project System Diagram

> Installation and Monitoring Images

Installation Monitoring (Daytime) Monitoring (Nighttime)
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